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Some questions on economic growth
 GDP pc in Japan in 1900 was 1180, in 

Argentina in 1900: 2756; in 2000 it was 
21069 and 8544 (respectively); how can we 
explain this?

 How did regional growth patterns in Italy 
diverge so much?

 Can we explain such questions with a 
deterministic, a-historical approach?



Modern Economic Growth (Kuznets)



Structural change
agriculture -> industry -> services
Small enterprises -> large enterprises (managerial 
firm)
Broader societal features, such as urbanization and 
secularization



Technology in evolutionary theory
 Evolution as a way to explain these “non-

equilibrium” events
 Strong uncertainty (vs. risk)
 Who copes with uncertainty: homo 

economicus or evolution?
 The metaphor of the Blind Watchmaker in 

economics



The Blind Watchmaker (Dawkins)
 Uses (random) trial and error
 Does not optimize, but adapt
 May realize completely different development 

paths, if “the tape were played twice”



Two world views
 Economic growth as an equilibrium process: 

smooth growth patterns
 Economic growth as a dis-equilibrium 

process: Transformation (in the underlying 
structure) and changes of rhythm



Deterministic and reversible time
 In a deterministic system, if you know the 

laws of nature, and the initial state, you can 
predict the future perfectly
– For example, Newtonian mechanics

 Even with “weak randomness”, you may have 
a system that is essentially deterministic

 In economic growth theory, the steady state 
plays an important role
– Key variables in the economy grow at a fixed and 

constant rate



Historical time
 Mixture of chance and necessity

– Random factors can change the course of history
 Transformation of structures and institutions
 Irreversible and path dependent
 Evolutionary economics portrays economic 

growth as a process in historical time, but 
much of mainstream economic theory is 
based on a notion of reversible time



Technology and economic growth: 
steady state approximations

 Main question: how do (mainstream) models 
of economic growth represent the process?

 The endogenous growth models – Overview
 The Jones critique
 Semi-endogenous growth models



The problem of decreasing marginal 
returns
 Decreasing marginal returns are necessary for well-behaved supply curves
 But for long-run economic growth they pose a problem
 For an ever expanding economy, growth will stop as a result of decreasing marginal returns



Endogenous growth
 Backbone utility maximization model
 Base model (Romer)
 Convergence
 Product innovation (Quality ladders)
 Increasing returns to scale: a problem?
 Jones critique & Jones model



Utility maximization: the backbone



The Romer model
 Capital in the production function:

 Each of the producers of a variety i is a 
monopolist, for whom we can calculate the 
optimal strategy (price) and corresponding 
profit (per period)



Technological change
 An innovation is a blueprint for a new variety 

of capital
 Its value is equal to the discounted stream of 

future profits for the monopolist who sells this 
variety



The labour market
 Labour can be used for producing new 

blueprints and for producing output Y

 In equilibrium, the wage rate for both 
activities must be equal



The growth rate

 Increasing returns: if L goes up, g goes up

 Social planner realizes a higher g



Externalities of R&D
 Lead to under-investment of R&D
 Similar to standard model of market failure
 Government can raise welfare by R&D policy 

(subsidies)



Steady states and transition
 What happens if a country is not yet on its steady state?

– It will converge to it (if the steady state is stable)
 Are steady states different or identical between countries?

– Endogenous growth models say they are different (because the variables explaining growth differ)
– “old” growth theory (Solow) assumes they are identical (because knowledge is supposedly freely available)



Two forms of b-convergence

 y* is the steady state path
 If it is identical between countries, this equation says the growth rate depends only on a constant and on initial GDP per capita

– Unconditional b-convergence
 If it differs between countries, we may substitute the variables that influence the steady state in the equation

– Conditional  b-convergence



Measuring b-convergence
 Steady state convergence may be 

approximated by an empirical regression 
model (Barro)



A different type of convergence (s)
 Looks at the variance of GDP per capita in a 

cross-country sample, over time
 Sigma-convergence

– Coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided 
by mean)

– Standard deviation of ln per capita GDP



s-convergence among European 
Regions



A ‘neo-Schumpeterian model’
 Quality ladders & creative destruction
 The quality ladder implies a positive and 

negative externality:
– ‘Standing on the shoulders of giants’
– Business stealing



Welfare properties
 The social planner growth rate may be smaller or 

larger than the market growth rate
 Whether the market produces too little growth 

depends on n, which is the welfare effect of a step up 
the quality ladder

 For intermediate values of n, the market produces too 
little growth



Increasing returns to scale
 Both models so far have increasing returns to 

scale (mind the difference with marginal 
returns!):
– If population increases, the growth rate increases

 Is this a reasonable proposition? (Do large 
countries grow faster than small countries?)

 The authors of these models do not think so



The Jones critique



The Jones model
 Alternative R&D equation

 Decreasing marginal returns to R&D, due to 
duplication (y) and ‘fishing out’ (f)



Growth in the Jones model
 The number of R&D workers must grow in order to keep the growth rate fixed:

 This can only be achieved with a growing population (and constant R&D intensity)



The Jones model – outcomes
 Welfare properties: The market may produce 

too little or too much growth
 When the growth rate of population is zero: 

no growth
 growth rate depends on population growth, 

not level
 with strong externalities, the growth rate does 

not exist (infinite), externalities must be 
“weak”



Technology and economic growth: 
evolution and history

 Can we have a theory with irreversibility of 
time, structural change, and historical 
events?

 Can an evolutionary model explain a 
phenomenon like the emergence of modern 
economic growth?

 Evolution, self-organization and complexity 
theory: emergent properties
– Micro-level interactions lead to ordered patterns at 

the macro level
 A model by Silverberg & Verspagen



Silverberg Verspagen model
 Competing technologies, diffusing according 

to differential profit rates
 Firms, each innovating
 Innovations drawn from Poisson distribution, 

R&D determines arrival rate, fixed innovation 
step

 Profits re-invested, in R&D or capital 
expansion: trade-off for the firm

 R&D strategies



Economic core of the model
 Goodwin class struggle model (predator-prey 

dynamic model)
– Phillips curve (high unemployment leads to lower 

wages)
– All profits are invested: high profits lead to more 

employment (supply side model)
 For a fixed technology, this leads to a “closed 

orbit” equilibrium (between the wage rate and 
the employment rate)

 See simulation



R&D strategies and firm interaction
 R&D strategy is fraction R&D/profits
 Change strategy as a result of 

– Random mutation (fixed probability)
– Relatively bad performance (compared to other 

firms)
 Imitation of R&D strategy of other (successful) firms
 Mutation of R&D strategy

 All formulated in terms of probabilities and 
thus governed by randomness



Experimental setup
 Start all firms with 0 R&D strategies
 Allow firms to “discover” R&D
 Observe what happens if and when they 

discover R&D



Model results – a typical run





Summary of the results
 Sudden change of system characteristics is 

like the transformation to modern economic 
growth (Industrial Revolution)

 The exact timing of the “transformation to 
modern economic growth” is hard to predict

 The probability of the transformation 
happening (within a fixed time window) 
depends on model parameters, such as 
technological opportunities


